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The Hamptons is revered the world over for many reasons, but among the foremost 

is its stunning architecture—a mastery of traditional styles on display. For Michael 

Derrig and his team at Building Details, that expected quality level is the vision behind 

their East Hampton work. “Our philosophy is simple: perfection is in the details,” 

Derrig says. “We deliver the highest caliber of custom construction.” With more than 

20 years of experience building fine homes in the Hamptons, starting with his own, 

Derrig understands the region and its residents. “They are mindful of the traditional 

architecture, but also want every modern convenience, including large-scale rooms 

and more contemporary interiors,” says Derrig, who also owns Landscape Details. 

“Listening is key. We’ve become experts at finding a balance between beauty and 

budget; timing and timelessness.”
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“Best-kept secret?   
The fresh mozzarella  
at Red Horse Market 

and the sweetest  
corn at Pike Farms. 

Anything else  
I share will make  

me unpopular  
with my friends.”

Above Dwyer Derrig Interiors brought this powder room 
to life. Top This traditional Hamptons “summer cottage” 
on Hook Pond is gorgeous. Left Visitors to Building 
Details in the village of East Hampton are welcomed  
by a granite fireplace.
Photography Above by Genevieve Garruppo; Top & Bottom by Chris Foster

UPKEEP  
TIP TRIO

Derrig shares three must-dos to keep one’s 
Hamptons home as pristine as the blue waters. 

•  The wind, salt and sun can beat up on  
wood and more. It’s critical to work with  
a trusted team that is safeguarding your 
home and maintaining it often. 

 •  Landscape maintenance is also critical.  
In fact, Building Details has a sister 
company called Landscape Details. 

 •  Invest in a generator. You don’t want  
your pipes to freeze in a power outage.

IDEAL HAMPTONS 
MORNING

“I have dogs and I’m an early riser, so I think 
there is nothing better than watching the  
sun come up at Georgica or Wiborg Beach 
and letting the dogs run around,” Derrig says. 
“When my kids are home they join me and 
my wife, Dwyer, in this routine.”  

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N
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